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■ New features: 

 The following new features are provided in this release. 

 

 □FinalCode Shared Folder Automatic Encryption Module 

 Feature: function to specify encryption extensions 

 A function that allows you to specify the extensions to be encrypted has been added. 

 

 □FinalCode Server 

 Function: Microsoft Entra ID integration  

A function that enables integration with Microsoft Entra ID has been added. 

 

 ■ Known issues fixed in this release 

 The following issues are fixed in this release. 

 

 □FinalCode Client 

 Problem: 

 A crash occurred when opening Office files on the OneDrive folder when the transparent 

encryption function was enabled. 

 Fix: 

 Fixed: If an Office file on the OneDrive folder is opened with Transparent Encryption 

enabled, it will be blocked instead of crashing. 

 

 PROBLEM: 

 There was a problem in which [History] and [This PC] in the [Save As] menu of the Office 

application were not displayed for transparently encrypted files. 

 Fix: 

 Fixed: 'History' and 'This PC' in the 'Save As' menu of the Office app are now displayed in 

transparent encrypted files. 

 

 PROBLEM: 

 There was a problem where encrypted files could not be opened if the file name was a 

specific string of characters. 

 Fix: 

 Fixed: The problem has been corrected so that the relevant file can be opened. 

 



 FinalCode Server 

 Problem: AD auto-synchronization failed when AD sync notification was enabled. 

 Fix: Fixed so that AD auto-synchronisation does not fail. 

 

 Problem: SP information could not be exported in the Create New  

IDP Configuration dialog. 

 Fix: SP information can be exported in the Create New IDP Configuration dialogue. 

 

 Problem: Automatic synchronization of IDP certificates could fail with an error. 

 Fix: Automatic synchronisation of IDP certificates did not result in errors. 

 

 PROBLEM: 

 There was a problem where automatic offline key renewal failed if no key expiry date was 

set. 

 Fix: 

 Fixed: Automatic renewal of offline keys is now possible even when no key expiry date 

has been set. 

 

 Problem: SAML authentication test results for IDP settings were sometimes not 

displayed. 

 Fix: The results of the SAML authentication test in the IDP settings are now displayed. 

 

 FinalCode BrowserView 

 Issue. 

 There was an issue where files requiring password input could not be opened in 

sequence. 

 Fix: 

 Fixed: Files that require password input can now be opened in sequence. 

 

 System requirements/operating environment 

 □ FinalCode Client  

Windows 11 23H2 is now supported. 

 

 ■Limitations. 

 □ Due to changes in FinalCode Client  

Microsoft Word specifications, we have confirmed a problem where an error message 



regarding file access rights is displayed when closing an encrypted file. 

This issue will be addressed in the near future. Other minor corrections have been made. 


